Introduction
This paper is devoted to the problem of existence of periodic solutions for some nonautonomous neutral functional differential equations• It is essentially ^an application of a basic theorem on the Ffedholm alternative for periodic solutions of some linear neutral equations recently obtained by one of the authors [2] and of a generalized Leray-Schauder theory developed by the second one [3, ^] . Although their proofs are surprisingly simple, the obtained results are nontrivial extensions to the neutral case of a number of recent existence theorems for periodic sol\itions of functional differential equations. In particular, section 3 generalizes some existence criteria due to one of the authors [5] and a corresponding recent extension by J. Cronin [6] , the example following Theorem ^.1 improves a condition for existence given by Lopes [lU] for the equation of a transmission line problem, and Theorem 5.1 generalizes a result due to R. E. Fennell [7] , Lastly, criteria analogous to Theorem 5.2 for the retarded case can be found in [8] . For partly related results -concerning periodic solutions of neutral functional differential equations, see [9] .
Fredholia Alternative for Linear Equations
Let C([a,bj,(R ) be the space of continuous functions from any H e &T, H(t) = at + h(t), a e R, h e ^ let | H| = | a| + | h| . The existence of the bounded right inverse follows from [2] or one nay apply the closed graph theorem to L| (l-P) &.
For the applications, it is necessary to be able to compute ker L. In some simple cases, this is easily accomplished. For example, if a(t) = a(t+o}), t e K, is an nxn matrix with |a(t)| < k < 1 for t e K, then the unique solution Me in <p of
is given by
Another case particularly interesting i\i the applications is when D(t)cp is independent of t. Then ker L = {constant functions in 9}.
Existence Theorems for Nonlinear Equations
With the above notations, let us consider the neutral func-
where D is stable and f I (R X C -> (R is co-periodic with respect Proof. We will use Propositions 3.1 and 5.1 above, and Theorem ^. 
